Infrared/ultraviolet quadruple resonance spectroscopy to investigate structures of electronically excited states.
Molecular beam investigations in combination with IR/UV spectroscopy offer the possibility to obtain structural information on isolated molecules and clusters. One of the demanding tasks is the discrimination of different isomers, e.g., by the use of isomer specific UV excitations. If this discrimination fails due to overlaying UV spectra of different isomers, IR/IR methods offer another possibility. Here, we present a new IR/UV/IR/UV quadruple resonance technique to distinguish between different isomers especially in the electronically excited state. Due to the IR spectra, structural changes and photochemical pathways in excited states can be assigned and identified. The method is applied to the dihydrated cluster of 3-hydroxyflavone which has been investigated as photochemically relevant system and proton wire model in the S(1) state. By applying the new IR/UV/IR/UV technique, we are able to show experimentally that both in the electronic ground (S(0)) and the electronically excited state (S(1)) two isomers have to be assigned.